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Abstract. The core theme of systems engineering is a modeling language with 
model consistency of static systems structure and dynamic systems behavior. In 
this research, we developed Channel-Based Multi-Queue Structure-Behavior 
Coalescence Process Algebra (C-M-SBC-PA) as the formal language for the 
model singularity of the mobile payment FinTech service systems design. In C-
M-SBC-PA, a sole diagram is adopted to describe the syntax and semantics of 
the design of the service system. Overall, the model consistency will be fully 
guaranteed in the mobile payment FinTech service systems design when the C-
M-SBC-PA method is used. 

Keywords: Mobile Payment FinTech Service Systems Design, Structure-
Behavior Coalescence, Formal Language, Model Singularity, Model Consis-
tency. 

1 Introduction 

As a general application of modeling to support systems planning, specification, de-
sign, verification, and testing tasks beginning in the conceptual planning phase and 
continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases, systems engineering 
aims to promote systems engineering activities that have traditionally been performed 
using the document-based approach and result in the enhanced specification and de-
sign quality, reuse of system specification and design artifacts, as well as communica-
tion between development teams [1]-[5]. 

The kernel theme of systems engineering is a consistent model, i.e., systems mod-
eling language (SysML), of the static systems structure and dynamic systems behav-
ior, with an emphasis on using model-based methods and tools to enhance and ame-
liorate the model. However, because SysML is a multiple diagram method based on 
UML 2.0, there are always remarkable inconsistencies between varied diagrams in the 
SysML design of a system [6]-[10]. 

In this research, we developed channel-based multi-queue structure-behavior coa-
lescence process algebra (C-M-SBC-PA) [11]-[12] as the modeling language for the 
model singularity of the mobile payment FinTech service systems design. Using C-
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M-SBC-PA, only a single diagram is used to specify the semantics of the system. 
Therefore, the model consistency will be completely ensured in the mobile payment 
FinTech service systems design. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the related sys-
tems engineering modeling studies. C-M-SBC-PA, as a single diagram for service 
systems design, is detailed in Section 3. After describing the structure-behavior coa-
lescence method adopted in this paper, we will apply it to the mobile payment Fin-
Tech service systems design in Section 4. The conclusions of this paper are in Section 
5. 

2 Background 

In the systems engineering user group, people often use the Systems Modeling Lan-
guage (SysML) to specify the static systems structure and dynamic systems behavior 
of the system. The SysML concepts include (1) an abstract syntax that defines the 
language concepts and is described by a meta-model, and (2) a concrete syntax, or 
notation, that defines how the language concepts are represented and are described by 
a user model [4]-[5]. Because SysML is a multiple diagram method based on UML 
2.0, there are always some inconsistencies between various diagrams in the user 
model [6]-[10].  

There are two ways to resolve inconsistencies in the SysML design of a system. 
The first method is to use a meta model. To ensure and check consistency, the meta-
model defining the abstract syntax of the modeling language needs to provide a uni-
fied semantic framework for specifying consistency rules to press constraints on the 
structure or behavior constructs of the SysML systems specification. The Object 
Management Group (OMG) specifies a language that represents meta-models, called 
Meta Object Facility (MOF) that is used to define UML, SysML, and other meta-
models. Various mechanisms are used in MOF, such as Object Constraint Language 
(OCL) [13], Foundational UML (fUML) [14], The Action Language for Foundational 
UML (Alf) [15], Process Specification Language (PSL) [16], and so on. However, all 
the mechanisms used in MOF do not provide a unified semantic framework from 
which each diagram in the user model will be projected as a view of the SysML meta-
model. 

The second method to ensure and check model consistency is to provide a single 
diagram for the SysML user model specification. The Object Process Methodology 
(OPM) [17] which is able to consider processes that are parallel to the object, depict-
ing an excellent single diagram framework that avoids model inconsistencies by uni-
fying all the information into the unified model and limiting the complexity through a 
scaling mechanism. 

In this paper, we developed channel-based multi-queue structure-behavior coales-
cence process algebra (C-M-SBC-PA) as the modeling language for mobile payment 
FinTech service systems design. In C-M-SBC-PA, only a single diagram is used to 
design the syntax and semantics of the system. Therefore, by using the C-M-SBC-PA 
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method, the model consistency can be completely guaranteed in the mobile payment 
FinTech service systems design. 
 

3 Method of Structure-Behavior Coalescence 

3.1 Channel-based Mechanism 

The block is the fundamental modular unit for specifying the systems structure in 
SysML [4]-[5]. It can define a type of virtual or real entity; a software, hardware, or 
object; a person; a facility. A channel is a mechanism for agent communication via 
message passing [11]-[12]. A message may send over a channel, and another agent 
can receive messages sent by a channel it has a reference. Each channel defines a set 
of parameters that describes the arguments passed in with the request or passed back 

out once a 
     Λ  X  ΘK

request has been handled. The signature for a channel is a 
combination of its name along with parameters as follows:  
 

<channel name> ( <parameter list> ) 
 

The parameters in the parameter list represent the inputs or outputs of the channel. 
Each parameter in the list displayed with the following format: 
 

<direction> <parameter name> : <parameter  type> 
 
Parameter direction may be in, out, or inout. We formally describe the "channel signa-
ture" as a relation where Λ is a set of "channel names," and Θ is a set of "parameter 
lists." 

An interaction [11]-[12] describes an integrated communication between the caller 
agent (actor or block) and the callee block. In the channel-based value-passing ap-
proach, as shown in Fig. 1, the caller agent interacts with the callee block through the 
“calculateSum(in a: Real; in b: Real; out c: Real)” channel signature. 

 

calculateSum(in a: Real; in b: Real;
out c: Real) callee

block

caller

 
Fig. 1. Channel-based value-passing interaction 

 
The outside environment uses a "type 1 interaction" to interact with a block. We 

specify the channel-based value-passing "type 1 interaction" as a rela-

tion      B X K X ΓG where B is a set of "external environment's actors," and K is a 
set of "channel signatures," and Γ is a set of "blocks." 
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Two blocks use a “type 2 interaction” to interact with each other. We specify the 
channel-based value-passing ”type 2 interaction” as a rela-

tion      Γ X K X ΓV where Γ is a set of ”blocks” and K is a set of ”channel signa-
tures.” 

We can also specify the channel-based value-passing “type 1 or 2 interaction” as a 

relation
     Ξ X K X ΓΔ

where Ξ is a set of “external environment's actors or 
blocks” and K is a set of ”channel signatures,” and Γ is a set of ”blocks.” 

3.2 Entities of C-M-SBC-PA 

As shown in Table 1, we define K be the relation of channel signatures then utilize k1, 
k2… to scope over K. We further define Λ be the set of channel names then utilize ch1, 
ch2… to scope over Λ. Further, we define Θ be the finite set of parameters then utilize 
p1, p2… to scope over Θ. We define G be the relation of interactions of type 1 then 
utilize g1, g2… to scope over G. We define V be the relation of interactions of type 2 
then utilize v1, v2… to scope over V. Further, we define Δ be the relation of 
interactions of type 1 or 2 then utilize a1, a2… to scope over Δ. We defineΨ be the 
finite set of state expressions then utilize s1, s2… to scope over Ψ. Further, we define 
Χ be the finite set of state variables then utilize X1, X2…to scope over Χ. We define B 
be the finite set of actors then utilize β1, β2… to scope over B. We further define Γ be 
the finite set of blocks then utilize b1, b2… to scope over Γ. Finally, we define Ξ be 

the finite set of actors or blocks then utilize ρ1, ρ2… to scope over Ξ.. 

 
Table 1. Entities of C-M-SBC-PA 

 Entity Set Entity name Type of entity 

K k1, k2... channel signatures 

Λ ch1, ch2 channel names 

Θ p1, p2... parameter lists 

G g1, g2... interaction of type 1 

V v1, v2... interaction of type 2 

Δ a1, a2... 
interaction of type 1 

or 2 

 I, J,... indexing sets 

Ψ s1, s2... state expressions 

X X1, X2... state variables 

B β1, β2... actors 

Γ b1, b2... blocks 

Ξ ρ1,ρ2... actors or blocks 
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3.3 Syntax of C-M-SBC-PA 

Fig. 2 shows the syntax of C-M-SBC-PA, which is specified by the grammar of 
Backus-Naur Form. 

 
Fig. 2. Syntax of C-M-SBC-PA 

3.4 State expression of the system in C-M-SBC-PA 

In C-M-SBC-PA, the state expression of a mobile payment FinTech service systems 

design is defined as
FixIFDii =1,m  and the expression of FixIFDi is defined 

as
aijfix(Xi=                         Xi )j =1,n where ai1=gi1

for all i    1,m
. 

To combine them together, we summarize that in C-M-SBC-PA, the mobile pay-
ment FinTech service systems design is then formally defined as 

"fix(X1=g11●a12●a13●…●a1n●X1) fix(X2=g21●a22●a23●…●a2n●X2)  …  
fix(Xm=gm1●am2●am3●…●amn●Xm)". 

3.5 Transitional semantics of C-M-SBC-PA 

In giving meaning to C-M-SBC-PA, we use the transition graph (TG) as a single dia-
gram to specify the semantics of a system. The C-M-SBC-PA transition graph is a 
labeled transition system (LTS) [18]. 

DEFINITION (TRANSITION GRAPH) A C-M-SBC-PA transition graph TG = (Ψ, s0, 
Δ, TGR) consists of 

․ a finite set Ψ of states, 

․ an initial state s0 Ψ, 
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․ a finite set Δ of ”type 1 or 2 interactions”, 

․a transition relation TGR Ψ1XΔXΨ2, where
(sj, a, sk )     TGR

 is denoted 

by

a
sj           sk .  

We can draw a diagram to represent the transition graph. Fig. 3 shows the diagram 
of the transition graph TG01. In the diagrammed transition graph, the state is repre-
sented by a circle containing its name; the transition from the source state to the target 
state is denoted by an arrow and labelled with an interaction; the initial state (e.g., 
“s1”) is the target state of the arrow which has no source state. 

 

s1a1

s2

s3

s4

a2

a3

a4

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of the transition graph TG01 

We can also list the relationships that represent the transition graph. Table 2 shows 
the transition relation ”TGR01” of the transition graph “TG01.” 

 
Table 2. Relation TGR01 of the transition graph TG01. 

Ψ1 Δ 
Ψ2 

s1 a1 s2 

s2 a2 s3 

s1 a3 s3 

s3 a4 s4 

 

3.6 Transition Graph of FixIFD in C-M-SBC-PA 

In C-M-SBC-PA, the state expression of FixIFDi is formally specified as 
“fix(Xi=gi1●ai2●ai3●…●ain●Xi)”. As shown in Fig. 4, we use the C-M-SBC-PA transi-
tion graph TGi to specify the execution of the “FixIFDi” state expression. 
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TGi

si2

gi1

ai2

si1

si3

si4

ai3

ain

 

Fig. 4. Transition graph for FixIFDi. 

We can also list the relationships that represent the transition graph of the FixIFDi 
state expression. Table 3 shows the transition relation ”TGRi” of the transition 
graph ”TGi.” 

 
Table 3. Relation TGRi for the state expression "FixIFDi". 

Ψ1 Δ Ψ2 

si1 gi1 si2 

si2 ai2 si3 

si3 ai3 si4 

• • • 
sin ain si1 

 
In C-M-SBC-PA, the state expression of the mobile payment FinTech service sys-

tems design is formally defined as "fix(X1=g11●a12●a13●…●a1n●X1)  

fix(X2=g21●a22●a23●…●a2n●X2)  …  fix(Xm=gm1●am2●am3●…●amn●Xm)". 
We use the C-M-SBC-PA transition graph TGsystem to specify the execution of the 

mobile payment FinTech service systems design, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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s13

g11

a12

s12

s14

a13

a1n

s22

g21

a22

s23

s24

a2n

sm2

gm1

am2

sm3

sm4

amn

s11 s21

sm1

am3

a23

 

Fig. 5. Transition graph TGsystem. 

 
We can also list the relationships that represent the transition graph of a system. 

Table 4 shows the transition relation TGRsystem of the transition graph TGsystem 
 

Table 4. Relation TGRsystem. 

Ψ1 Δ
 

Ψ2 

s11 g11 s12 

s12 a12 s13 

s13 a13 s14 

• • • 
s1n a1n s11  

 
 

 

Ψ1 Δ
 

Ψ2 

s21 g21 s22 

s22 a22 s23 

s23 a23 s24 

• • • 
s2n a2n s21  

 
 
 

 • • • • • • •  
 
 

 
 
 

Ψ1 Δ
 

Ψ2 

sm1 gm1 sm2 

sm2 am2 sm3 

sm3 am3 sm4 

• • • 
smn amn sm1   
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4 Application of Mobile Payment Fintech Service System 

4.1 Mobile Payment FinTech Service System 

Financial technology, also named FinTech, is the new mechanization that aims to 
compete with traditional financial approaches in the delivery of financial solutions 
[19]. The use of smart phones for mobile banking, financial services, and cryptocur-
rency are examples of mechanizations aiming to make financial solutions more acces-
sible to the public. Financial technology companies consist of both startups and estab-
lished financial companies trying to improve or ameliorate the usage of financial solu-
tions provided by existing financial companies. 

Mobile Payment FinTech service system (MPFSS), shown in Fig. 6., links custom-
ers to stores that offer cell phone QR code scanning payments. Mobile payment is a 
significant financial technology application. 

  
Customers Stores

 
Fig. 6. MPFSS operates autonomously within networks. 

Behaviors of MPFSS consist of a) behavior of Registering_Member_Account, b) 
behavior of Depositing_Money_into_the_Account, c) behavior of Set-
ting_QR_Code_to_Collect_Money, d) behavior of Scanning_QR_Code_to_Pay, and 
e) behavior of Withdrawing_Money_from_the_Account. 
In the behavior of Registering_Member_Account, a future member shall use the Reg-
ister_Member_Account_UI component to input the corresponding data for this ac-
count registration. After that, the account registration data will be saved to the 
MPFSS_Database block. In the behavior of Depositing_Money_into_the_Account, 
each member can use MPFSS to transfer money from his bank to his mobile payment 
account. After confirming the transfer, all relevant data will be saved to the 
MPFSS_Database block. In the behavior of Setting_QR_Code_to_Collect_Money, a 
store can use MPFSS to set the QR code for payment. After confirming the settings, 
all relevant data will be saved to the MPFSS_Database block. In the behavior of 
Scanning_QR_Code_to_Pay, customers can use MPFSS for scanning and payment. 
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After confirming the payment, all relevant data will be saved to the MPFSS_Database 
block. In the behavior of Withdrawing_Money_from_the_Account, each member can 
use MPFSS to transfer money from his mobile payment account to his bank. After 
confirming the transfer, all relevant data will be saved to the MPFSS_Database block. 

4.2 C-M-SBC-PA State Expression of the Mobile Payment FinTech Service 
System 

We first use the C-M-SBC-PA to design the Mobile Payment FinTech service system. 
The C-M-SBC-PA state expression of the Mobile Payment FinTech service system, 
sMPFSS, is defined 

as ”fix(X1=g11●v12●X1) fix(X2=g21●v22●v23●g24●X2) fix(X3=g31●v32●g33●X3) fix(X4

=g41●v42●g43●v44●g45●X4)  fix(X5=g51●v52●v53●g54●X5)”. 
We use the C-M-SBC-PA transition graph TGMPFSS defined 

as ”TG1 TG2 TG3 TG4 TG5” to represent the state expression of the Mobile Pay-
ment FinTech service systems design, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Transition graph TGMPFSS 
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Fig. 7 (continued). Transition graph TGMPFSS 

 
We use a TG relation TGRMPFSS Ψ1XXΛXΘXΓXΨ2 defined 

as ”TGR1 TGR2 TGR3 TGR4 TGR5” to represent the C-M-SBC-PA transition 
graph TGMPFSS of the state expression of the Mobile Payment FinTech service systems 
design, as shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Relation TGRMPFSS. 
Δ 

 Ψ1 
Ξ

 Λ 
Θ Γ Ψ2 

g11 

s11 
Member 

Register_ 
Member_ 
Account 

in Register_ 
Member_ 
Account_Form 

Register_ 
Member_ 
Account_UI 

s12 

v12 

s12 
Register_ 
Member_ 
Account_ 
UI 

SQL_Insert_ 
Register_ 
Member_ 
Account 

in Register_ 
Member_ 
Account_ 
Query 

MPFSS_ 
Database s11 

 

 
 

Δ 
  Ψ1 

Ξ
 Λ 

Θ Γ Ψ2 

g21 

s21 
Member 

Deposit_ 
Money_into_the_Ac
count_CALL 

in 
Bank_Account; 
in Amount 

Deposit_ 
Money_ 
into_the_ 
Account_UI 

s22 

v22 

s22 

Deposit_ 
Money_ 
into_the_ 
Account_ 
UI 

Withdraw_Money_ 
from_the_ 
Bank 

in Bank_Account; 
in Amount; 
out Authorization_ 
Response 

Bank_Service 

s23 

v23 

s23 Bank_ 
Service 

SQL_Insert_ 
Deposit_Money_ 
into_the_Account 

in Deposit_ 
Money_into_the_ 
Account_Query 

MPFSS_ 
Database 

s24 

g24 

s24 
Member 

Deposit_ 
Money_into_the_ 
Account_ 
RETURN 

out Deposit_ 
Money_ 
into_the_ 
Account_Report 

Deposit_ 
Money_ 
into_the_ 
Account_UI 

s25 
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Δ 
Ψ1 

Ξ
 Λ 

Θ Γ Ψ2 

g31 

s31 
Store 

Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
CALL 

in Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
Form 

Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
UI 

s32 

v32 

s32 Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
UI 

SQL_ 
Insert_ 
Set_ 
QR_Code 

in Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
Query 

MPFSS_ 
Database s33 

g33 

s33 
Store 

Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
RETURN 

out QR_Code 
Set_ 
QR_Code_ 
UI 

s31 

 

 
 

Δ 
Ψ1 

Ξ
 Λ 

Θ Γ Ψ2 

g41 
s41 

Customer 
Scan_to_Pay 

 
Scan_QR_Code_ 
to_Pay_UI 

s42 

v42 

s42 Scan_ 
QR_Code_ 
to_Pay_UI 

Scan_QR_ 
Code 

out QR_ 
Code_ 
Content 

Store's_ 
QR_Code 

s43 

g43 
s43 

Customer 
Agree_to_Pay_C
ALL 

in Agree_ 
to_Pay_Form 

Scan_QR_Code_ 
to_Pay_UI 

s44 

g44 

s44 Scan_ 
QR_Code_ 
to_Pay_UI 

SQL_Insert_ 
Agree_ 
to_Pay 

in Agree_ 
to_Pay_ 
Query 

MPFSS_ 
Database 

s45 

g45 

s45 
Customer 

Agree_to_Pay_R
ETURN 

out Agree_ 
to_Pay_Report 

Scan_ 
QR_Code_ 
to_Pay_UI 

s41 
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Δ 

Ψ1 
Ξ

 Λ 
Θ Γ Ψ2 

g51 

s51 
Member 

Withdraw_ 
Money_from 
the_Account 
CALL 

in Bank_ 
Account; 
in Amount; 

Withdraw_ 
Money_ 
from_the_ 
Account_UI 

s52 

v52 

s52 
Withdraw_ 
Money_ 
from_the_ 
Account_UI 

Deposit_ 
Money_ 
into_the_Bank 

in Bank_Account; 
in Amount; 
out Authorization_ 
Response 

Bank_ 
Service s53 

v53 

s53 Withdraw_Money_ 
from_the_ 
Account_UI 

SQL_Insert_ 
Withdraw_ 
Money_ 
from_the_ 
Account 

in Bank_ 
Account; 
in Amount; 
out 
Authorization_ 
Response 

MPFSS_ 
Database 

s54 

g54 

s54 
Member 

Withdraw_ 
Money_from_the_ 
Account_ 
RETURN 

out Withdraw_ 
Money_ 
from_the_Accou
nt_ 
Report 

Withdraw_ 
Money_ 
from_the_ 
Account_ 
UI 

s51 

5 Conclusion 

This paper proposed C-M-SBC-PA as the modeling language for the model singular-
ity of the mobile payment FinTech service systems design. In C-M-SBC-PA, only a 
single diagram is used to specify the semantics of the design of the mobile payment 
FinTech service system. In general, when the C-M-SBC-PA method is adopted, the 
model consistency in the mobile payment FinTech service system design will be fully 
guaranteed. 
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